
Wind Of Change

Speech of Harold Macmillan, South African Parliament, 
February 3, 1960



Introduction:

- This speech is the turning point in British colonial policy, marking the end of 

the colonies in Africa 

- The name of the speech comes from its most famous passage:

"The wind of change is blowing through this continent. Whether we like it or not, 

this growth of national consciousness is a political fact."



Background:
- The Statute of Wesminster of 1931,  created the dominions
- South Africa borned in 1910, became dominions in 1931
- In 1948, National Party won elections, Malan’s created the Apartheid 
- In 1956, Strijdom governement break the franchise of voting rights for the 

“Coloured”
- The year of this speech, gouvernement banned ANC and Sharpeville 

massacre took place
- South Africa really want to cut links with Great Britain, so coming for the 

“golden wedding” is a complicate situation

 



Harold Macmillan
- borned in february 10, 1894 in Chelsea and Died in December 29, 1986 in 

Chelwood place
- He was Prime Minister of the United Kingdom from 1957 to 1963
-  Famous for this speech, but the polity of Harold was not only a politics of 

decolonization 
- He make a strong policy in the Middle-East against Nasser and all arabic 

nationalism. He protected petroleum 
- Intervention for Oman is 1958, Aden became a airbase, all the british 

possesions in the Persic Gulf would stay under British power until 1971-1972



Commentary:

We can comment the text in 3 parts:

- Congratulations
- Nationalism
- Cold War



Commentary:
- Congratulations:

- Macmillan begun with congratulations because it’s the 50 years of South 

Africa (Union in the text)

- He talk about “strong economy” “resilient industries”

- But he finally explained that situation is thanks to British Empire and the 

investissement of the crown in the country “We in Britain are proud of the 

contribution we have made to this remarkable achivement”

- The Objective is clear, promote the Commonwealth and maybe contain the 

South Africains inside the Commonwealth  



Commentary:
- Nationalism:

- Macmillan begun this part of the speech, with a observation (a example): Africa is 

becoming nationalized, they want their freedom

-  He explained that phenomenon borned in Europe and is a secular phenomenon “Since 

the Breakup of Roman Empire”

- The Last War created that phenomenon in Asia “fifteen years ago”, and today reached 

Africa

- That phenomenon is not ephemere, it is a long process unstoppable, so:  



Commentary:
- Nationalism:

- « The wind of change is blowing through this continent. Whether we like it or not, this growth of 

national consciousness is a political fact. »

- these sentence is the beginning of the end of the Empire in Africa

- He gave to south Africa, a key for leave the commonwealth but the sentence is not for South 

Africans (independance and became a republic in 1961).

- Macmillan follow its speech, explained that the South Africans are Europeans and that the 

nationalism arrived in Africa with us, they are responsible with the colonizers



Commentary:
- Cold War:

- After a transition on the good of the colonization (education, knowledge..)

- He explains that the danger is communism and that fighting against the wills is destabilized the 

world (by the means of those sent to the east.)

- It's a containment policy a stabilisation policy

- He explained the situation: 3 camps, The villains with the communists, the good and with the West 

the new Africans and Asian countries.

- He ends by saying that the choice between east and west is free for his countries but just before he 

shows where the right side is.

- It explains, above all, discreetly that the commonwealth system works well when he says 

“Commonwealth, prove so succesful and by their example so compelling, that the balance will come 

down in favour of freedom and order and justice”



Conclusion:

-A Prime minister who makes a speech at a white congress in South Africa, signs 
the end of an empire and the beginning of decolonization in Africa

- Creates a base for nationalist claims from many countries, while ensuring that 
the crown jewels remain in commonwealth

-  Macmillan divided his majority on the subject, but he protected the 

Commonwealth when he demonstrated than that organisation is a protection 
against Communism

- He did not fall also because he had previously saved and maintained British 
power in the Middle East in a strategic oil zone


